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Abstract—Trajectory tracking control for quadrotors is important for applications ranging from surveying and inspection, to film making. However, designing and tuning classical controllers, such as proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers, to achieve high tracking precision can be time-consuming and difficult, due to hidden dynamics and other non-idealities. The Deep Neural Network (DNN), with its superior capability of approximating abstract, nonlinear functions, proposes a novel approach for enhancing trajectory tracking control. This paper presents a DNN-based algorithm as an add-on module that improves the tracking performance of a classical feedback controller. Given a desired trajectory, the DNNs provide a tailored reference input to the controller based on their gained experience. The input aims to achieve a unity map between the desired and the output trajectory. The motivation for this work is an interactive “fly-as-you-draw” application, in which a user draws a trajectory on a mobile device, and a quadrotor instantly flies that trajectory with the DNN-enhanced control system. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach improves the tracking precision for user-drawn trajectories after the DNNs are trained on selected periodic trajectories, suggesting the method’s potential in real-world applications. Tracking errors are reduced by around 40-50% for both training and testing trajectories from users, highlighting the DNNs’ capability of generalizing knowledge.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, quadrotors have been widely used for civilian and law-enforcement purposes, such as providing aerial surveillance, carrying out rescue missions, transporting goods over distance, and performing surveying and inspection tasks [1]–[4]. In all these applications, the quadrotor is required to precisely track a desired trajectory in order to perform the task safely and effectively.

Trajectory tracking for quadrotors poses a challenge on controller design. First, quadrotors are underactuated systems with nonlinear dynamics, making it a difficult control problem. Second, trajectory tracking precision of quadrotors can be affected by many factors, including uncertainty in the turn-rate-to-thrust map, time delays that are difficult to quantify, aerodynamic effects and other unpredictable factors such as friction in the actuators. Third, even in a perfect world, where the system dynamics are known exactly, a given classical controller cannot achieve perfect tracking for any arbitrary, feasible, desired trajectory.

Our goal is to achieve improved trajectory tracking control for quadrotors while taking into account three features that are crucial for most real-world trajectory tracking applications (Figure 1 shows our specific application):

1) Stability of the control system and robustness to reasonable disturbances must be guaranteed to ensure safety of the operation.
2) The system should be able to precisely track a new trajectory without adaptation.
3) The computational resources needed for the control system should be manageable such that the algorithm can be applied to small vehicles with limited computational power.

Simple controllers such as typical proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers can achieve adequate performance under certain conditions, for example low speeds and accelerations, while having all the crucial features mentioned above [5], [6]. However, PID controllers are difficult to tune and they tend to behave poorly on more aggressive trajectories. There exist previous works on improving control for quadrotors or other robots, such as learning the dynamics or the inverse dynamics, iterative learning control and Gaussian Process learning. However, we show in Section II that these approaches have drawbacks with respect to the three crucial features we identified above, which are relevant for real-time trajectory tracking.

In this paper, we propose a DNN-based control system which improves the trajectory tracking performance by utilizing past flight experiences. After offline training from relevant flight examples, a generalized model is obtained with the DNN. This model can be evaluated in real-time...
to modify the reference signal given to the controller. With no prior knowledge of the system other than the training data, the proposed method demonstrates its ability to reduce trajectory tracking error by compensating for controller imperfections and unknown dynamics. Also, the DNN model is computationally efficient for real-time evaluation and effective even on arbitrary trajectories, not trained on before, making it applicable to impromptu tracking tasks.

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method and motivate this work, we implement an interactive fly-as-you-draw application, where the quadrotor takes off to follow an arbitrary, hand-drawn trajectory immediately after the user finishes drawing the trajectory. The application uses neural networks, pre-trained with quadrotor flight data collected from periodic training trajectories, to obtain reference signals in real-time for an off-board feedback controller. This process is described in Figure 1. With this interactive application, we evaluate different DNN features, and compare the DNN performance with the baseline nonlinear controller performance. Nine of the 30 user-drawn testing trajectories used in our experiments are shown in Figure 2. Through the experiments, we demonstrate that the proposed approach, with proper feature selection for the DNN learning, is able to consistently enhance trajectory tracking precision for complex, arbitrary hand-drawn trajectories. Moreover, because the DNN serves as a pre-block outside the feedback control loop, the proposed method can be generalized as an add-on to any black-box, stable feedback control system. These characteristics of the proposed approach demonstrate its potential in real-world applications that require highly precise maneuvering, such as monitoring and inspection tasks, aerobatics, skywriting and airborne filming.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes related previous work on advanced trajectory tracking control. In Section III, we state the problem, followed by the general methodology in Section IV. The experimental setup is presented in Section V, and the corresponding results are presented in Section VI. A brief summary and discussion of the results are presented in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Neural networks (NNs) are a generic approach for approximating functions given a large amount of data. In previous work, NNs have been adopted to introduce modifications to feedback control loops. The papers [7] and [8] use NNs to learn the dynamics of a helicopter and a quadrotor, respectively. In [9], an NN is used for direct inverse control of a quadrotor with promising initial simulated results for hover flight. However, by involving NNs to modify the original feedback control loop, the stability of the control system will likely be affected. When previously unseen inputs are given to the NN that is part of the feedback control loop, the NN might generate unpredictable outputs, leading to instability of the system. Instead, we use DNNs (multi-layer NNs) to learn a model that directly determines the reference inputs to the feedback control loop. The proposed DNNs act as a pre-block outside the original feedback control loop, and run at a lower update rate, which makes the system much less susceptible to instability.

Iterative learning control (ILC) is an approach of improving the control precision by repeating the same task and learning from previous executions [10]. Through the repetition of one specific task, ILC learns an updated reference input and achieves high-precision tracking for this particular task. Unlike simple controllers that can fail to achieve aggressive maneuvers, previous work has demonstrated ILC’s ability of achieving high control precision on these tasks [11]. One significant drawback of this approach is that the experience of learning one specific task is not transferable to other tasks. Although [12] has shown that linear maps can optimize ILC initialization from previous experience, ILC still has to re-learn through multiple iterations before achieving high precision for a new trajectory. Our approach allows training ahead of time, and the trained model generalizes to arbitrary trajectories without any adaption process. This feature makes it suitable for applications that require the vehicle to complete the desired task with high precision in a timely manner.

Gaussian Process (GP) learning is receiving growing attention in the control community and has been used in various control problems. For instance, an accurate kinematic control of a cable-driven surgical robot is implemented in [13]. Similar to the idea of learning the reference input in our proposed method, the GP learns the reference input to the controller of the surgical robot, improving the tracking precision of the end-effector. Our approach is different from this GP learning approach in two ways: 1) we apply the method on the quadrotor system which has different dynamics compared to surgical robots; 2) we employ DNNs as our learning technique instead of GPs. One advantage of using DNNs is that DNNs can summarize data using a fixed-size model. A GP model gets bigger as more data is collected, making the model large in terms of required storage and
computationally expensive to evaluate. In contrast, when the size of the data set increases, DNNs adjust their parameters to better fit the training data without increasing the model size. Since modeling complex relations usually requires a large set of training data, the invariant model size makes the DNNs more promising on control systems with complex dynamics, especially when computation is limited.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

For a given dynamic system with a baseline feedback controller (see Figure 3), the problem is to learn a mapping from the desired trajectory \( T_d \) and the current state \( s_c \) to the reference input \( s_r \) of the baseline controller, in order to enhance the tracking performance of the overall system for arbitrary desired trajectories. We define the desired trajectory \( T_d = \{s_{d,1}, s_{d,2}, \ldots, s_{d,N}\} \) as a sampled trajectory containing \( N \) consecutive time steps, where \( s_{d,t} \) represents the desired state at the \( t \)th time step. Learning is done off-line, and the learned mapping is applied in real-time.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Supervised Learning with Deep Neural Network Model

Our approach builds upon supervised learning with DNN. This learning process requires the preparation of a large number of labeled training examples and the training of DNN on these examples. Each labeled training example consists of an input and expected output pair to describe what the function should output according to a specific input. The training of DNN involves back-propagation to minimize the loss over all training examples [14], defined as the Euclidean distance between the network’s output and expected output. After learning from the labeled training examples, the DNN can summarize a mapping from the training inputs to the training outputs.

A feed-forward DNN with rectified linear units (ReLU) is used to learn the mapping formulated in Section III. To prepare the training examples for learning the target mapping from the flying data, we use the actual trajectory as training inputs and the reference signal as the labeled output. The idea behind this selection is that if the actual trajectory was the desired trajectory, then the DNN should provide this saved reference signal to achieve perfect tracking. The specification of input and outputs for the DNN will be discussed in detail in Section V-D.

B. DNN as Reference Generator

The proposed method modifies the control system design by adding a DNN block in front of the controller. At each time step \( t \), the trained DNN modifies the control signal in real time by giving the reference input \( s_{r,t} \) to the controller based on the desired trajectory \( T_d \) as well as the current state of the quadrotor \( s_{c,t} \).

Figure 3 highlights the difference between the original control system and the proposed one. The reference states generated by the DNN over \( N \) consecutive time steps form the reference trajectory \( T_r = \{s_{r,1}, s_{r,2}, \ldots, s_{r,N}\} \), where \( s_{r,t} \) is the reference state generated by the DNN at the \( t \)th time step. Also, the actual trajectory \( T_c = \{s_{c,1}, s_{c,2}, \ldots, s_{c,N}\} \) completed by the vehicle over the \( N \) consecutive time steps is observed. The actual trajectory \( T_c \) is expected to closely match the desired trajectory \( T_d \).

In control systems, current state feedback enables the control system to reject external disturbances if the controller is designed properly. Similarly, the extra loop introduced in our proposed system enables the DNN to adjust its output reference according to the current state to compensate the disturbances. We choose the feedback rate for this extra loop to be much lower than the original control loop to ensure that the stability of the original control system is not disrupted by the DNN signals. For example, in our experiments on the quadrotor control system, we design our DNN to send reference states at 7 Hz, which is 10 times slower than the control loop operating at 70 Hz. Therefore, DNN control signals can be non-intrusive to the original control system.

C. Feature Selection for the DNN

Ideally, at each time step \( t \), the DNN would receive all the given information (both the entire desired trajectory \( T_d \) and the current state \( s_{c,t} \)), and produce an optimal reference state \( s_{r,t} \) as the input to the controller to minimize the quadrotor’s tracking error. However, this makes input dimension huge, and requires exponentially increasing amount of training data. Therefore, selecting proper state information for DNN is crucial for making the DNN learning effective.

A minimum feature selection is to only use the current desired state \( s_{d,t} \) and the current state \( s_{c,t} \) as the input, but this configuration may not be able to provide information for the DNN to model the hidden dynamics including time delay which may deteriorate the tracking performance. Hence, we consider including future desired states into the DNN input. With the additional future information, the properly-trained DNN is expected to plan the control ahead of time by considering future desired states and improve control performance. In this paper, we investigate the influence of future states on DNN learning. It is hypothesized that the DNN can give a better performance when the desired states in the near future are introduced into the DNN input.

To validate this hypothesis, we conducted experiments on a quadrotor in real-world environment to investigate 1) the effect of selecting different state information, including future desired states and current state feedback, as the input of the DNN on the DNN performance, and 2) the
The generalizability of this method for improving the tracking performance for different trajectories overall.

V. EXPERIMENT SETUP

A. The Quadrotor Model and Experiment Platform

This subsection provides a glimpse of quadrotor dynamics as well as the experiment platform. For more details about the quadrotor dynamics and control, readers are referred to [5].

A typical quadrotor consists of a symmetrical cross-shaped frame with four propellers mounted at the end of four arms. The full state of the quadrotor consists of 12 components. The translational position of the quadrotor’s center of mass is defined as \( p = (x, y, z) \) and the attitude, represented by Euler angles roll, pitch and yaw, is defined as \( (\phi, \theta, \psi) \). In addition to translational position and attitude, the full state of the quadrotor includes the translational velocity, \( \dot{v} = (\dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{z}) \), and the rotational velocity, \( \omega = (p, q, r) \).

The experiments are conducted on a Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 quadrotor. This commercial quadrotor suits the needs of this study as it features highly nonlinear dynamics, complex aerodynamics that are hard to model, and most importantly, an unmodified black-box, which is an on-board controller that controls the vehicle’s roll, pitch and yaw by adjusting motor forces. The quadrotor’s states are all measured by the overhead Vicon motion capture system. The system features eight 4-mega pixel Vicon cameras running at 200 Hz. A similar experimental setup is described in detail in [6].

The baseline control system used in this paper consists of two controllers: the on-board controller and the off-board controller. The off-board controller is a nonlinear controller, composed of a nonlinear transformation and standard PD controller. It is implemented using the open-source Robot Operating System (ROS). The controller runs at 70 Hz, receives the quadrotor’s current state and the reference, and outputs to the on-board controller the desired roll, pitch, yaw velocity and z velocity \( (\phi_{cmd}, \theta_{cmd}, r_{cmd}, \dot{z}_{cmd}) \). The on-board controller runs at 200 Hz, receives the four commands from the off-board controller, and adjusts the four motor thrusts \( F_1, \ldots, F_4 \) accordingly. The DNN feedback loop runs at 7 Hz, which is 10 times slower than the off-board controller.

B. Task Performance

Each task performed by the quadrotor involves following one of the pre-defined, desired trajectories \( T_d \) in the \((x-z)\)-plane, where these trajectories are hand drawn through our interactive application (Figure 1). The error function for each task is defined as the root-mean-square (RMS) error of \( N \) pairs of \((x, y, z)\)-coordinates sampled at 7 Hz, the DNN feedback loop sampling rate, between the desired trajectory, \( T_d \), and the observed trajectory, \( T_c \):

\[
E(T_c, T_d) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{t=1}^{N} \| p_{c,t} - p_{d,t} \|^2, \tag{1}
\]

where \( \| p_{c,t} - p_{d,t} \| \) is the Euclidean norm, while \( p_{d,t} \) and \( p_{c,t} \) are the position coordinates sampled at the \( t \)-th time step from the desired trajectory \( T_d \) and the observed trajectory \( T_c \), respectively. The quadrotor in the experiment repeats each task with and without the aid of the trained DNN. The percentage reduction in errors between corresponding flights is identified as the improvement of our method on this specific task:

\[
I(T_{w/\text{DNN}}, T_{w/o\text{DNN}}) = \left(1 - \frac{E_{w/\text{DNN}}}{E_{w/o\text{DNN}}}\right) \times 100\%, \tag{2}
\]

where \( E_{w/\text{DNN}} \) and \( E_{w/o\text{DNN}} \) are the RMS errors in (1) with and without the DNN, respectively.

C. DNN Input-Output Specification

In general, the trained DNN provide a mapping from the current and selected desired states to the reference state:

\[
\{s_{c,t}, s_{d,t,1}, \ldots, s_{d,t_L}\} \rightarrow s_{r,t}, \tag{3}
\]

where \( s_{c,t} \) is the vehicle’s current state at the \( t \)-th time step, and \( \{s_{d,t,1}, \ldots, s_{d,t_L}\} \) are \( L \) selected desired states from the desired trajectory \( T_d \). Each of the states \( (s_c, s_d) \) mentioned above contains the full state of the quadrotor along with the translational acceleration on \( z \)-direction, \( \ddot{z} \). Among all translational accelerations, \( \dot{x}, \dot{y} \) and \( \ddot{z} \), only \( \ddot{z} \) is included in these states because the controller we used in the experiment only requires \( \ddot{z} \) along with the full state of the quadrotor, \( \{x, y, z, \dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{z}, \phi, \theta, \psi, p, q, r\} \), as its inputs. In summary, the state of the vehicle is defined as \( s = \{x, y, z, \dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{z}, \phi, \theta, \psi, p, q, r, \ddot{z}\} \).

Based on this general input-output mapping provided by the DNN, we explore three different configurations of the DNN to investigate the influence of including the future desired states and/or the current state feedback as inputs to the DNN (as discussed in Section IV-C):

- DNN with future desired states and the current state feedback;
- DNN with future desired states and without the current state feedback;
- DNN without future desired states and with the current state feedback.

All configurations consider one or more desired states at different time steps over the entire flight path as part of the input. Since we hypothesize that using future desired states can enhance tracking performance, we focus on the scenario where we only select the desired states \( \{s_{d,t,1}, \ldots, s_{d,t_L}\} \) from the current desired state and the future desired states, i.e., we select \( t_i = t + \Delta_i \), where \( \Delta_i \geq 0 \), for \( i = 1, \ldots, L \).

For the first configuration with the current state feedback, the current observed state \( s_{c,i} \) and the \( L \) selected desired states, \( \{s_{d,t+\Delta_1}, \ldots, s_{d,t+\Delta_L}\} \), are given to the DNN at each time step. The actual input to the DNN consists of two major parts. The first part includes \( L + 1 \) sets of \( \{\dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{z}, \phi, \theta, \psi, p, q, r, \ddot{z}\} \) from the current observed and the selected desired states. The second part includes \( L \) sets of desired positions relative to the current observed position \( \{p_{d,t+\Delta_1} - p_{c,t}, \ldots, p_{d,t+\Delta_L} - p_{c,t}\} \), where \( \{p_{d,t+\Delta_i}\} \) and \( p_{c,t} \) are the position components from the selected desired
states and the current observed state, respectively^1. The input to the DNN for the second configuration is similar to the first configuration with only \( s_{d,t} \) being replaced by \( s_{d,t-1} \), and consequently \( p_{c,t} \) being replaced by \( p_{d,t-1} \), where \( p_{d,t-1} \) is the position components from \( s_{d,t-1} \). The last configuration is a special case of the first configuration, in which the current desired state \( s_{d,t} \) is the only selected desired state in the DNN input (\( L = 1 \) and \( \Delta_1 = 0 \)). For this configuration, the DNN does not consider the future states, and generates the reference state only based on the current observed state and the current desired state.

The output of the DNN in the three configurations is the reference state \( s_{r,t} \). In our experiment, we reduce data complexity by only learning the difference between the reference state \( s_{r,t} \) and the current desired state \( s_{d,t} \) in translational position and velocity components.

\[ \text{D. Data Collection for DNN Training} \]

To train the DNN, we need to collect the state data from real-world flights and select the training data. To that end, we design a 400-second trajectory that oscillates sinusoidally in all the \( x \), \( y \), and \( z \)-directions with different combinations of amplitudes to cover the feasible state space as much as possible. In particular, each of the three directions has its own oscillating frequency (0.27 Hz, 0.20 Hz and 0.13 Hz for the \( x \), \( y \), and \( z \)-directions respectively). We also gradually increase the amplitudes from 0 to 2 m in all directions. On this trajectory, the quadrotor can reach a maximum velocity of 1.5 m/s and a maximum acceleration of 4 m/s^2. The maxima for rotational velocity \( \omega \) and rotational acceleration \( \dot{\omega} \) are 0.4 rad/s and 1 rad/s^2 respectively.

Using the baseline control system to follow the designed training trajectory, we collect a \( \{s_{e,t}^c, s_{d,t}^c\} \) pair at each time step, where \( s_{e,t}^c \) is the current observed state and \( s_{d,t}^c \) is the current desired state^2. Approximately 10,000 raw data pairs are collected at a 7 Hz rate from four flights on the training trajectory, and then organized in the consecutive time order.

We select and re-organize these raw data pairs to establish the labeled training set. Recall that the DNNs aim to learn a mapping from the current state \( s_{c,t} \) and \( L \) selected desired states \( \{s_{d,t+\Delta_1}, \ldots, s_{d,t+\Delta_{L}}\} \) to the reference state \( s_{r,t} \) that should be given to the controller at the current time step. For any pair \( \{s_{e,t}^c, s_{d,t}^c\} \) in the data set, we consider \( \{s_{e,t}^c+\Delta_1, \ldots, s_{e,t}^c+\Delta_{L-1}\} \). If we treat \( s_{e,t}^c \) as the current observed state \( s_{c,t} \) of the quadrotor and \( \{s_{e,t}^c+\Delta_1, \ldots, s_{e,t}^c+\Delta_{L-1}\} \) as the selected desired states \( \{s_{d,t+\Delta_1}, \ldots, s_{d,t+\Delta_{L-1}}\} \), then \( s_{d,t} \) may be selected as the reference state \( s_{r,t} \), given that \( s_{d,t} \) is a point in a feasible reference sequence achieving perfect tracking with one sample delay. The mapping \( \{s_{e,t}^c, s_{e,t}^c+\Delta_1, \ldots, s_{e,t}^c+\Delta_{L-1}\} \rightarrow s_{d,t} \), therefore, is an approximate mapping of \( \{s_{e,t}, s_{d,t+\Delta_1}, \ldots, s_{d,t+\Delta_{L-1}}\} \rightarrow s_{r,t} \). Thus, for each pair \( \{s_{e,t}^c, s_{d,t}^c\} \) in the data set, we can form a training pair \((a, b)\) for learning the approximate mapping,

where \( a = \{s_{e,t}^c, s_{e,t}^c+\Delta_1, \ldots, s_{e,t}^c+\Delta_{L-1}\} \) is the input and \( b = s_{d,t} \) is the labeled output. A labeled data set can then be obtained by collecting the training pairs \((a, b)\). As a result of training, using the supervised learning technique for our DNNs with the labeled data (as discussed in Section IV-A), the DNNs are expected to learn an approximate mapping from the inputs to the output.

\[ \text{E. DNN Training} \]

We train six different DNNs that share the same input states to find the mapping in (3), one for each of the position and velocity elements of the reference state \( s_r \), \( \{x, y, z, \dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{z}\} \). Other elements in \( s_r \), \( \{\phi, \theta, \psi, p, q, r, \dot{\phi}, \dot{\theta}, \dot{\psi}, \dot{p}, \dot{q}, \dot{r}\} \), maintain intact. We construct the DNNs in such a way because in preliminary experiments we observed that training of the six outputs might require different number of iterations to converge. For example, velocity and position in the \( z \)-axis are easier to train whereas positions in \( x \)-\( y \) plane are much harder to train. We also observe that the six DNNs demonstrate comparable performance after 2,000 training iterations. However, it is possible to merge them to jointly learn the six outputs. We construct the DNNs using TensorFlow, an open-source library originally developed by Google. Each DNN consists of four fully connected hidden layers, and each layer contains 128 neurons. 90% of the collected raw data pairs are used for training, while the rest are used for validation. Adam optimizer is used to tune the weight and bias parameters in the DNNs, and the learning rate is set at 0.0003 [15]. To prevent over-fitting, a dropout rate of 0.5 is used [16]. For each training iteration, 30 training pairs are used. 2,000 iterations are done for training each output^3.

\[ \text{VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS} \]

\[ \text{A. Impact of Future States on DNN Tracking Performance} \]

The influence of introducing future desired states as part of the input to the DNNs is investigated. It is expected that the DNNs can use the future desired states information to better “plan” the flying path for the future desired states while compensating for the effect of hidden dynamics, including time-delay and other factors. In Figure 4, we show that the DNNs with future desired states and current state feedback performs significantly better than the baseline control and the DNNs with current state feedback but without future desired states. Also, Figure 5 highlights that the reference trajectories produced by the DNNs trained with future desired states and the current state feedback effectively correct the tracking error in both the \( x \)- and \( z \)-directions.

\[ \text{B. Impact of Feedback on DNN Tracking Performance} \]

We also investigate the influence of removing the current state feedback from the DNN inputs. Our experiments are conducted on the DNNs trained with future desired states. To remove the feedback loop, we keep the DNNs while replacing the current state feedback with the desired state from the previous time step during actual flight, as discussed

\[ ^1 \text{Relative position information, instead of absolute position information, is used in order to reduce input data dimension.} \]

\[ ^2 \text{The superscript * indicates a state from the training data.} \]

\[ ^3 \text{The 30 training pairs are randomly selected from the 90% of the raw data pairs used for training.} \]
in Section V-C. Table I highlights that the DNN with current state feedback performs better than the DNN without current state feedback, while both obtain considerable improvements over the baseline control system. The fact that the DNN without the current state feedback can still have a comparable improvement offers us an alternative offline method of improving tracking performance. It makes our approach more versatile, especially when computational resources are not sufficient to support real-time calculations during flights.

C. DNN Tracking Performance on Arbitrary Trajectories

To investigate generalizability of the trained DNNs on different trajectories, we evaluate the performance of the trained DNNs with future desired states and current state feedback on various trajectories. On a 50s segment from the 3-D training trajectory (as discussed in Section V-D), the DNNs outperform the baseline controller by 36%. The performance of the trained DNNs is also evaluated on unseen trajectories, including 30 different hand-drawn trajectories and one specific trajectory (Trajectory 4 on Figure 2) with different velocity profiles. In Figure 7, we show that the DNNs trained with future desired states and the current state feedback reduce the RMS tracking errors by 43% on average over the 30 testing trajectories and training trajectory segment. Similar improvement is also obtained on one specific trajectory with different speeds as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, the DNNs trained with future desired states are capable of reducing the tracking error for trajectories with various shapes and speeds by a large margin, demonstrating its generalizability on different unseen trajectories. Figure 8 presents a long-exposure image of a quadrotor following the letters “DSL” written by a visitor. Note that this is different from Trajectory 5 shown in Figure 2 since this is the write-up of another visitor.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a DNN-based reference learning method, able to learn from flight data and improve trajectory tracking control in quadrotor systems. By introducing information about future desired states in training data, the DNNs were able to account for system delay and hidden dynamics as shown from the significant reduction in tracking error overall. The main advantages of this proposed approach shown from our experiments are that 1) this approach can be applied to various control systems with complex dynamics while ensuring stability of the systems; 2) it requires no prior knowledge of the system to train the DNNs, and the trained DNNs can be applied to any unseen trajectories without any adaptation process; and 3) with wise feature selection and sufficient DNN training, this approach can be computationally efficient with a very small model, while demonstrating good performance on general trajectories. We have shown these advantages through the implementation of an interactive “fly-as-you-draw” application, illustrating...
that the proposed method was readily applicable to various real-world trajectory tracking tasks. However, the overall improvements of this method are still limited by training data for the DNNs. Intelligent choices of learning targets and effective neural network designs are potential extensions to enhance the trajectory tracking performance.
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